Purpose: The level-set method is known to require long computation time for 3D image segmentation, which limits its usage in clinical workflow. The goal of this study was to develop a fast level set algorithm based on the coherent propagation method and explore its character using clinical datasets. of great magnitude in parts of the contour. In this paper, a new gradual convergence scheme using a damping factor is proposed to address this problem. The new algorithm is also generalized to non-narrow band cases. Finally, the coherent propagation approach is combined with a new distance-regularized level set, which eliminates the needs of re-initialization of the distance. Results: Compared with the sparse field method implemented in the widely available ITKSnap software, the proposed algorithm is about 10 20 times faster when used for brain segmentation and about 100 times faster for aorta segmentation. Using a multi-resolution approach, the new method achieved 50 times speed-up in liver segmentation. The Dice coefficient between the proposed method and the sparse field method is above 99% in most cases.
Introduction
As a member of the active contour family, the level set method has been widely used as a promising segmentation tool in various image processing tasks, such as medical image analysis, 30 motion tracking and 3D modeling. [1] [2] [3] [4] Unlike other types of active contours or snakes, level sets use an implicit function, given by the distance to the zero level set, to represent the boundary of an object in an image. This enables the level set method to handle automatically complicated topological changes of the target object, and increases the accuracy, as the sample step length of the contour is no greater than one pixel/voxel. However, it also results in much longer computation 35 times than other, explicit, active contour methods, and therefore its usefulness in time-critical tasks, such as clinical image analysis and real-time motion tracking, is limited. To accelerate its performance, various strategies have been reported in the literature. These methods can be roughly divided into three categories.
The first category of methods tries to speed up the level set method by skipping the unnecessary 40 computations in certain points. The narrow-band level set method 5 is one such method, in which the computation of the level-set function is limited to a band a few pixels wide instead of the whole image. It was later extended to the sparse-field level set, 6 where the narrow band is only one pixel wide and the level set function is reinitialized with a distance transform in each iteration. The computation time can be reduced even further by only updating the level function around the point 45 with minimum arrival time as suggested by Deng et al., 7 (793 s to segment two rings in a 100 3 volume) or by skipping the calculation in certain converged parts of the narrow band, as reported by
Vu et al. 8 (39~47 s to segment skull in 512 2 CT slices) and Roberts et al. 9 (7 s to segment brain in a 256 3 volume on GPU).
The second category of methods attempt to speed up the convergence of the discrete integration 50 by using faster partial differential equation (PDE) solvers or solving the PDE in a discrete manner.
For example, additive operator splitting-(AOS-)based methods use an implicit scheme to achieve intrinsic stability and therefore allow a larger step length during the gradient descent 10 (3 min to segment brain in a 192 250 170 volume). Gibou et al. 11 proposed a hybrid k-means level set which de-couples the image term from the regularization term (curvature term), and propagates the 55 region with no curvature regularization for some time and then performs the time-consuming step of mean curvature motion for fewer iterations (0.3 s to segment left hemi-sphere in a 192 128 61 volume). Shi et al. 12, 13 developed a similar approach but with more approximation (4.4 s to segment white matter in a 181 volume). They also circumvented solving the PDE by using diffusion or a discrete scheme. 12 A similar strategy is also used by Bernard et al. 14 
in their 60
variational B-spline level-set method (540 s to segment calcaneus bone in 3D micro CT). Various approximations of the speed function and mean curvature calculation were also proposed by different groups. [15] [16] [17] However, such approximations will often sacrifice accuracy to gain speed.
The third category of methods tries to avoid re-initialization of the level set function by incorporating the signed distance constraint into the PDE as an additional regularization term. As 65 pointed out by Li et al., 18 this not only eliminates the needs of periodic re-initialization, but also allows the level set to evolve in a larger step length and results in faster convergence (0.23 s to segment bladder from a 107 MRI slice). These strategies, or combinations of several strategies, were reported to reduce the computation by one or two orders of magnitude.
Besides optimizations done on the algorithm level, the recent development in parallel computing, 70 in particular GPU computing, has introduced a new way to improve the segmentation speed.
Significant speed-up was reported in a number of studies on implementing level-set on GPU. 9, 19, 20 However, in our experience, the performance of most optimized algorithms on 3D medical data is still not adequate for clinical practice. For example, typical 3D brain segmentation (256 3 ) takes more than 5 minutes on an ordinary PC and about 2 minutes on a GPU, when using the sparse field 75 approach.
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In the study of Wang et al., 21 a new fast sparse-field level set algorithm with coherent propagation was proposed, which limits the developing trend of a level set function to be consistent on each pixel/voxel throughout a whole propagation period, i.e. the level set function can only be either increasing or decreasing (corresponding to a locally shrinking or expanding contour) in one 80 point. This coherent propagation is then repeated in opposite directions periodically. A permanent value is assigned to a point by calculating the mean value of the maximum and minimum during the last period. This strategy stops the contour's wiggling behavior, which often occurs when certain points during the propagation move faster than the neighbors, as the curvature force will move them backwards even though the whole neighborhood will eventually move forwards. Faster convergence 85 was then achieved.
21 Coherent propagation also makes it possible to detect local convergence within each period, since when the contour reaches the object border, the propagation speed will change sign, turning opposite to the predicted direction. These points can then be excluded from the computation in the remaining iterations. Thanks to these two strategies, significant speedup (over 10 times) was achieved for 3D vessel segmentation compared to the conventional sparse field level 90 set method implemented in the widely available ITKSnap software. 1 In this report, we explore further the character of the coherent propagation method and generalize it for non-narrow-band implementations by introducing a new gradual convergence scheme.
Compared with the original algorihtm, 21 the new convergence scheme simplifies the implementation considerably and enables more general applications that cannot be solved with 95 narrow band approaches. The new algorithm can also be combined with the distance-regularized level set function 18 to achieve even better performance. In section 2.1, we first quickly review the coherent propagation method proposed in the study of Wang et al. 21 In section 2.2, the issue of fluctuation during the periodic bi-directional propagation, which often occurs in those regions of an image where the object's boundary is blurred, is addressed. A damping factor was introduced 100 during the periodic coherent propagation to stop this irregularity. In section 2.3 and 2.4, a new generalized coherent propagation algorithm for dense field level set evolution was proposed and combined with a distance-regularized level set function to benefit those cases where narrow-band approaches are not applicable. In section 3, we demonstrate the performance character and accuracy of the proposed algorithm using both synthetic and clinical datasets. Substantial speed-up was 105 observed in our preliminary tests, while the segmentation accuracy was not sacrificed. The new algorithm will hopefully extend the scope of level-set techniques to more time-critical applications.
Method

Level set with coherent propagation
Active contours can be seen as a rubber band (in 2D) or an elastic balloon (in 3D), and the image 110 segmentation using active contours is similar to the rubber band being stretched towards the object boundary by an external force related to image information (e.g. intensity), while the internal elastic force tries to keep the contour smooth. 22 The object's contour can be represented explicitly as 2D curves or 3D meshes. In the level-set method, however, it is represented by a dynamic implicit function (level set function), which is usually a signed distance function. For the convenience of 115 discussion, in this paper we define the level set function as negative inside and positive outside the contour. By iteratively evolving this function according to external and internal forces over artificial time, the 0-level set can be deformed to the shape of the object of interest. This evolution can be expressed as a PDE (Eq. 1).
(1)
Both the internal and external forces are incorporated in the speed function and balanced using 120 weighting factors. Typical examples are the region-based level set function (Eq. 2) 19, 23 and gradient-based level set function (Eq. 3) 24 :
In Eq. 2,  is a weighting factor,  is the mean curvature, I is the intensity of the input image, T is the center of the threshold window and ε is the width of the threshold window. Eq. 3 is known as geodesic active contour, where g the edge indicator function which is strictly decreasing such that 125 when g→ 0 as |I| →∞, c is a balloon force and  is the mean curvature. These PDEs are usually solved using the gradient descent approach, i.e.
(4)
While t is usually set to be the same across the image, v t is different for each pixel/voxel during the evolution. When a relatively large t is used, the propagation front will assume a zigzag shape. This is almost inevitable, due to noise and numerical errors. The faster points in the neighborhood 130 (point 2 and 4 in Fig. 1(a) ) will be "pulled back" by the curvature force in the next iteration, even if the trend of the local segment is to move forward when the neighbor points catch up. This temporary backwards propagation significantly slows down the propagation.
In the study of Wang et al., 11 a monotonic speed function was proposed:
Here, "trend" represents whether the local contour is expanding or shrinking. Its value can only 135 be 1 or -1; as in level set the function v t is a scalar. For the sparse-field/narrow-band level set, "trend" for each pixel/voxel is initialized when it is added for the first time to the narrow band, using sign(v t ), and passed on to the neighbors during propagation. Its values need not be the same across the image; however, once set, it cannot be changed, which prevents the contour from passing a point twice. 140
With this monotonic speed function, the faster points (point 2 and 4 in Fig. 1(b) ) will not move back by the curvature force (since v t × trend < 0), but stay in place and wait for the neighbors to catch up. Then, as the contour becomes flat again, v t at point 2 and 4 will have the same sign as trend, and all points can move forward together.
In this way, the expanding parts of the contour keep expanding, and the shrinking parts keep 145 shrinking in a coherent manner, until they reach the boundary of the segmented object. As the force related to extrinsic factors will change sign when the contour has crossed the boundary, these parts of the contour can no longer expand or shrink. At the same time, the curvature force will prevent the contour from growing into corners by changing their sign and never changing back. The propagation stops naturally when w(v t ) becomes 0 everywhere on the contour. Coherent propagation also makes it possible to detect local convergence, since if the contour 155 reaches the border, w(v t ) of that part of contour will become 0. If no neighbor changes it value, w(v t ) will always return 0 in the subsequent iterations. These points with zero speed can simply be "put to sleep" and excluded from further updating. As these points may be just in a temporal "equilibrium" (w(v t ) =0), a wake-up mechanism is implemented to allow all changed points (w(v t ) ≠0) to wake up sleeping points in a 1-2 pixel/voxel wide neighborhood. 160
Overshoot and gradual convergence with a damping factor
In a conventional level set algorithm, when the zero level set crosses the boundary of an object, the external force will try to move the contour back. With coherent propagation, on the other hand, the speed of these points is set to zero and they are "put to sleep". This clearly results in a small overshoot error for most parts of the contour. A periodic forward and backward propagation is then 165 needed to compensate for these errors. A new period starts when w(v t ) is 0 (i.e. v t  trend ≤ 0) for every point on the narrow band. The "trend" of the points on the narrow band will change sign at the same time. When the zero level set is located on a sharp edge, the propagation will stop soon, which means that v t changes from positive to negative (or vice versa). A permanent value is assigned to points by calculating the mean value of the maximum and the minimum during the last 170 period. In some areas where the curvature force is greater than the external force, e.g. in sharp corners or the intensity close to the threshold (-|I-T| close to zero), the contour can jump in larger steps ( Fig. 2 B) . In the study of Wang et al., 21 this so-called elastic region was solved by using a forced convergence step, where the jumping was gradually stopped from the region moving in small steps (1 pixel/voxel) for several periods. The unstopped region will jump in smaller steps when the 175 neighbor has been assigned to a permanent value. However, the cause of the fluctuation was not well investigated. Further close analysis reveals that this type of fluctuation is caused by a small overshoot in each iteration and the fact that the points are only allowed to propagate in one direction. As illustrated in Fig. 2 A, the points in concave regions (a, c, e) can move too far in just one iteration, which will cause the convex regions (b, d) to become concave. In the conventional 180 level set method, this does not matter: as two groups of points are moving in opposite directions at the same time, that results in a dynamic equilibrium. With coherent propagation, points are only allowed to propagate in one direction, which prevents overshooting points (a, c, e) to come back. In the worst scenario, points b and d will in the next iteration be moved even further to minimize the arc length (curvature force). This error can be magnified if the elastic region is large. Although the 185 force convergence method will still work ( Fig. 2 C) , it may take many periods to gradually stop this jumping, especially in cases where the boundary between objects is indistinct. One way to avoid the overshoot problem is to reduce the step length, i.e. ∆t  v t , in each iteration (Fig. 2 D) . However, it has to be small enough to totally avoid the fluctuation. In our experience, most elastic regions become stationary when ∆t  v t is always less than 0.1 pixel/voxel. Evidently, this will increase the 190 number of iterations needed for the contour to reach the border (0.5-1.0 is normally chosen for the limit of the step length). Therefore, we proposed to reduce the maximum step length s max gradually from period to period. In the first period, the maximum step length is set relatively high, e.g. 0.8 (Note that ∆t  v t must be less than 1.0 to maintain the stability of the level set). 22 It is then scaled by a damping factor d (d<1.0) in the end of each period, which causes s max to decrease 195 exponentially over periods. This will make the contour grow at high speed in the first period, and the overshooting problem is reduced gradually. After a few periods (to our knowledge 4-6, when s max <0.1), the periodic coherent propagation can be stopped, and the final level set value for each point is calculated as the mean value of the initial and final value in the last period. 
Generalized coherent propagation
It can easily be shown that Eq. 5 is applicable to any level of a level set function, not only to the zero level set. Using the damping factor instead of the wiggling counter eliminates the need to keep 210 tracking the zero level set. Therefore, the coherent propagation can be extended to a more general PDE solver. In this section we propose a generalized algorithm based on the coherent propagation method. Given an input image I = (C, f), where C is a collection of image point coordinates and f is the corresponding intensity function to the points, and a pre-define formula for the speed function v t , the proposed algorithm is summarized in Table I . 215 Table II The main loop of the new algorithm consists of two major steps, estimating the trend map for every pixel/voxel and running the coherent propagation. The maximum step length s max is also gradually decreased from s 1 to s 2 using a damping factor d ( 0 < s 2 < s 1 < 1.0 and 0 < d < 1.0). The 220 trend map of the level set's movement can be predicted based on some heuristic criteria. Here we propose to use the sign of the mean momentum in the neighborhood, as suggested in Eq. 6, where the function N(x,r) returns all the points within distance r to x. Note that if r is set to big enough, the sign of trends of all points will be unified, which means the level set function will be elevated or depressed on all points simultaneously. In such cases, re-estimation in the subsequent periods can 225 simply be replaced by switching the sign of trend, while the initial value can alternatively be set manually by the user. Another extreme is to set r to 1, which is the implementation used in the previous report. 21 As pointed out by Wang et al.,the propagation of the level sets, due to the level set's ability to change topology. However, in an extremely noisy scenario and combined with a higher curvature force factor, smaller r could give an 230 erroneous estimation and slow down the propagation in the first few periods.
Inside the function coherent_propagate( , trend, s max ), only the points moving towards the predicted direction get updated, otherwise they are set to "sleep". The pseudo-code is given in Table   II . As v(x) may change signs when the neighbors change, the points that are neighboring (within a distance of r 2 ) to a changing point are waked up. The iterative operation stops when the level set 235 function converges or the iteration number goes beyond a threshold n. n can also vary from period to period like s max since fewer iterations are needed to reach the boundary after the first period in which the zero level set travels the greatest distance. The limit on iteration is not necessary in the case where the level set function does converge, such as in most sparse field cases and the distance regularized dense field level set. 18 However, in most other types of dense field level set function, 240
where there is no regularization of the level set, the inside part of the level can keep decreasing and the outside part keep increasing, so that no convergence is obtained. To some extent, n is similar to the limitation on the number of iterations in the conventional level set algorithms. Note that if we set n = 1 and d =1, then the algorithm degenerates to the conventional gradient descent algorithm. 
Distance regularized level set without re-initialization
In the dense field case, the PDE needs to converge for the coherent propagation to work better.
However, the conventional region-or gradient-based level set evolution will normally not converge, since there is no regularization term for the level set function itself. After a few iterations, the level set function will shift from the distance function. This can be solved by re-initialization; however, 250 such an operation makes it difficult to detect local convergence except on the zero level set, using
sign(v(x))
the proposed coherent propagation method. Although a fixed number of iterations can be used to terminate a period, such a parameter is case-dependent as in the conventional level set algorithms.
Inspired by Li's et al. work, we propose a new distance regularized level set function to solve the problem. Similar to the method proposed by Li et al., 18 an additional energy function is added to 255 regularize the level set function (Eq. 7). Unlike Li's method, 18 the additional term d r is not introduced to regularize | | to 1 or 0, but to limit the level set function between the "floor" (-) and the "ceiling"  (Eq. 9). An additional condition is added so that, when is between - and  and | | , it will also be attracted either to the "floor" or to the "ceiling". This will generate a platform-shaped eventually similar to Li's method ( | | < 2/x in any discrete application, where x is the pixel size. It should be pointed out that in Li's method, | | is not guaranteed to be 1 unless the object and background are both homogenous. Otherwise, the external force will not be zero and the regularization term cannot be 265 zero (|| ||=1) either. By introducing this distance regularization term, the re-initialization step is no longer required, and the level set will finally converge, given proper parameter settings for region-based or gradient-based level set functions. The convergence can then be detected using the proposed coherent propagation algorithm as demonstrated in the results section below.
(a) (b) (c) 
Experiments and Results
Two versions of coherent propagation algorithms, a sparse field coherently propagating level set (SF-cp) with re-initialization, and a distance-regularized coherently propagating level set (DR-cp) on dense field, were implemented. The former was compared with the conventional sparse field 280 algorithm (SF) and the latter was compared with the dense field level set algorithm with additional distance regularization term (DR). A region-based level set function, using Eq. 2, was used in all the tests. To explore the properties of coherently propagating level sets, three experiments using synthetic patterns were designed.
The first two experiments were based on a test pattern of a disc with a radius of 250 while the image 285 size is 512512. In the first experiment, the parameters of level set propagation were kept unchanged while random noise of different magnitudes was added (e.g. Fig. 4 ). In the second experiment, image noise was kept unchanged, while the weighting factor on the curvature force was gradually increased. In the third experiment, a series of star-shaped patterns, defined by the polar function r =  sin(6-/2) + 150, were used. The series was created by gradually increasing  from 290 10 to 100 (e.g. Fig. 5 ). The initial seed region for these three experiments is a circle located in the disc center with a diameter of 75. For the SF and DR algorithms, the number of iterations was determined manually by a human observer. The running time of different algorithms and the number of iterations required are plotted in Figs. 6, 7, 8, together with the average distance (mean  standard deviation) to the ground truth of algebraic solutions created in Matlab. 295
In the above experiments, a damping-factor-based convergence strategy was used, d was set to 0.5, and s min was set to 0.1. For simplicity, the neighborhood size is set to infinite, i.e. a global synchronized trend is used in all test cases.
(a) (b) (c) 300 
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Seven brain T1W MRI datasets, twelve abdominal CT angiography datasets and ten liver enhancement abdominal CT were used to test the performance of the SF-cp algorithm on 3D data. The same region-based level set function as used in the 2D cases was used. The curvature factor () was set to 0.5 for all cases, while the thresholds were manually determined for each case by an 325 experienced user. In all cases, a single sphere seed region was put inside the organ where the diameter is as large as possible (cf. dark circles in Fig. 9 ). Side branches of aorta and organs attached to liver, where leaking may occur, are cropped away manually before running the segmentation algorithms (cf. white circles in Fig. 9 ). The segmentation performance and accuracy was compared with the medical segmentation software ITKSnap,level set method. Both softwares were running in a single-threaded mode on an Intel Core i7 CPU.
The experiment results show that the Dice coefficient between the SF-cp algorithm and the SF algorithm (implemented in ITKSnap) was above 99% in almost all cases when the same parameters, seed regions and crop regions were used. In the liver cases, the segmentation results were also compared with manual segmentation results, which were created via slice-by-slice manual drawing. 335
The Dice coefficient between the SF-cp algorithm and the "ground truth" was 97.1  2.8%. While the user-interaction time was around 1-2 minutes for both softwares with key parameters predetermined, the level set propagation time was drastically shorter with the SF-cp algorithm. The 
Discussion and Conclusions 365
The level set method is a powerful segmentation tool, but in many applications, e.g. brain segmentation in MRI, the parameters in the speed function have to be tuned for each dataset.
Letting the user wait for several minutes before seeing the results of changes is unacceptable for an interactive process. Therefore, making the level set method faster is of great interest to many image processing researchers as well as practitioners. One factor making the level set method slow is due 370 to the difficulty to detect convergence of the level set function. The most common practice is to stop the evolution after a fixed number of iterations. A relatively high number has to be set to guarantee the convergence if the shape of the object and the traveling speed of the contour cannot be estimated beforehand. This will cause prolonged running time for the majority of cases. Another common approach is to set a limit on the root-mean-square error (RMSE), which is usually 375 approximated by summing the absolute travel distance of each point in one iteration. In our experience, such a parameter is hard to control. In many cases, RMSE can be high even when the contour reaches the border of the object. A fixed RMSE might cause the propagation to end prematurely or to go on indefinitely. This issue is partly due to the discretization of the external force field in which the force can change sign between two neighboring pixels/voxels. When 380 reaching the border of the object, the zero level set will constantly jump between two pixels instead of having zero velocity. Combined with the curvature force, the wiggling behavior of the contour is almost inevitable when hitting the border, unless some interpolation of the external force field is applied.
The proposed method solves this problem by forcing the movement of level sets to be monotonic 385 on each pixel/voxel, i.e., the contour can only cross a pixel/voxel once within a single period. This makes it evident when the contour has crossed the border of the targeted object. The small overshoot is solved by repeating the coherent propagation in new predicted directions, so that the jumping around the border is processed in a more controlled manner. The comparison between the manually determined iteration number in conventional methods (SF and DR) and the coherent 390 propagation methods in Experiment 1, 2 and 3 proved the ability of coherently propagating level sets to stop naturally when convergence has been obtained. Note that after the first period, each subsequent period usually adds only few iterations, as the travel distance of the contour is very short once it has reached the border in the first period. The ability to detect convergence also makes it easy to implement a multi-resolution approach, as it is clear when to move from lower resolution to 395
higher resolution. This is demonstrated in our experiments with liver segmentation in CT datasets.
The coherent propagation approach can also result in a locally synchronized gradient descent, which stops the local wiggling movement. This occurs not only because we can define a synchronized trend map for neighboring pixels but also because of the nature of the level set that allows the contour to change topology at certain points which are propagating in a different 400 direction. So in the sparse field application, even if the initial trend map for the initial contour is inhomogeneous, after a few iterations the trend of the active propagating part will have the same trend as the points with opposite trend being cut away from the moving contour (become "islands").
Stopping these wiggling movements can not only save a few computations on certain pixels (less than 1% of the overall computations in Experiment 1 and 2) but also allow the contour to propagate 405 in larger steps and reach the border in fewer iterations. This benefit is more prominent in noisy cases or with higher curvature weighting factor, as shown by the results from Experiment 1 and 2 ( Fig. 5, 6 ).
Another, even more important, advantage of coherent propagation is the ability to detect local convergence and thus skip unnecessary calculations while the rest of the contour can continue to 410 grow. Although this advantage is not noticeable in cases where the contour hits the entire border almost simultaneously, e.g. in Experiment 1 and 2, it can lead to great speed-up when certain parts of the contour need to propagate longer distances than other parts. This makes it more attractive in cases where the shape to be segmented is asymmetric, as in Experiment 3. Besides, the initial seed region can also affect whether the contour can hit the whole border simultaneously. For example, in 415 Experiment 1 and 2, if the initial seed region is shifted from the exact center of the circular pattern, the performance difference will increase thanks to the local convergence detection. The benefit of reduced computation is more noticeable in 3D cases as shown in Fig. 10 . Again the most anisotropic structure -the aorta -gains most in terms of speed-up. However, for the most spherelike structure -the brain -the computation reduction is still significant. Roberts et al. 9 also 420 proposed a method to detect local covergence by judging whether ∆t  v t on one point is canceled out in two consecutive iterations (requiring ∆t to be fixed). To our experience, this so-called "temporal equilibrium" is difficult to be detected due to numerical errors and not theoretically guaranteed to capture the local convergence, as the magnitude of jumping backwards and forwards may not necessarily be equal. In contrast, the coherent propagation approach is easier to implement 425 and will always capture convergence once it occurs.
One drawback of coherent propagation is that the overshoot on the object border can be larger than with the conventional method. This may cause the contour to fluctuate in some areas where it will not converge, as described in Section 2.2. Here we proposed to use a damping factor to make the fluctuation to stop gradually. This is somewhat similar to the shifting-cut when using the Gauss-430
Newton method to solve PDE, but here we solve the equation at multiple points. Instead of treating them independently as the conventional methods, they are grouped by the trend map, so that the shifting-cut only happens when the group has finished updating (at the end of each period).
Compared with the previously proposed wiggling counting approach, 21 using a damping factor is easier to implement and easier to extend to non-narrow-band cases. It also reduces the total number 435 of periods needed to stop fluctuation. In our experience, a damping factor of 0.5 gives a well balanced performance between the total number of periods (to approach s max = 0.1) and the number of iterations within each period. It can, however, be tuned to gain better performance in different implementations.
Another interesting character of the coherent-propagating level set is that it tends to pass over 440 local minima. In Experiment 1, it was observed that the SF-cp algorithm tends to propagate further towards the ground truth in the noisy cases, and thus have a smaller mean distance to the ground truth. When used on medical images, in our experience, coherent propagation can more easily cross a moderate stenosis in vessel segmentation (discussed in the report of Wang et al.) , 11 or an edema region in the brain. When using conventional level sets, the threshold window (Eq. 1) has to be 445 carefully tuned to achieve equivalent results. Dense field level sets are even more prone to global optimization: as shown in Fig. 5 , the disk was correctly segmented even with aggressive noise. This makes the dense field implementations more desirable in very noisy cases, or cases with relatively high noise compared to the segmentation threshold window ( in Eq. 2.), which sometimes has to be set to very narrow to avoid the leaking problem. By introducing the distance regularization term, we 450 ensure the convergence of the level set function. This property is then used by the coherent propagation to skip most computations when they go beyond the "floor and ceiling". In one period, this can be seen as updating a narrow band implicitly; however, this "narrow band" is the naturally defined actively changing points instead of points that are near the zero level set. The distance regularization approach also eliminates the need of re-initialization as | |is bounded. Compared 455 with Li's method, our method does not regularize the gradient of the level set function directly, but the || || is still bounded by the resolution of the discretized level set function. With Li's solution, the floor and ceiling can be drifting upward or downward in small steps due to inevitable numeric errors at convex or concave sharp corners in the images, and therefore the advantage of using coherent propagation is limited since local convergence detection cannot be achieved. 460
Regularizing the distance directly can not only make the convergence more evident, but also simplify the overall computation. Note that the distance regularization term is similar to the data fidelity term of the L 1 total variation model. 25 This also suggests the possibility of using the coherent propagation for some de-noising algorithms, but this potential has not been evaluated in our current study. 465
One limitation of the MiaLite software is the need to manually crop away some adjacent organs to achieve reasonable segmentation accuracy. It follows the same design philosophy of ITKSnap, i.e., to gain flexibility by allowing a reasonable amount of user interaction. For specific applications, we have also developed a number of automatic model-based level-set segmentation methods combining coherent propagation with prior anatomical knowledge.
26-28 The threshold-470 based level set function is one of the simplest region-based level set functions. The simplicity makes parameter-tuning relatively easy even for clinical users. In our experience, the thresholds for vessel segmentation in CTA do not vary much from case to case. For liver segmentation and brain segmentation, the thresholds need to be manually tuned for each case using a similar user interface as proposed by Lefohn et al. 19 However, the manual parameter tuning could also be replaced by 475 histogram analysis or other types of parameter estimation techniques. Another common practice of image segmentation is to convert image features to a probability map; e.g., threshold-based level set is a popular choice to finish the final segmentation using the probability map. One successful example is tumor segmentation: given a marked tumor region (for instance a line across the tumor), a learning-based algorithm can learn the appearance of the tumor voxels and map every voxel to a 480 probability value from -1 to 1, and then the level set method is used to retrieve a relatively smooth region where the majority of voxels have positive values 29 . Although our experiments focused on region-based level set methods with fixed threshold, the coherent propagation approach can be extended easily to use gradient-based external speed. From our preliminary experience, the performance difference is about same as that found in our presented experiments. Extending this to 485 the Chan-Vese method, however, is less straightforward, as the external force will change in each iteration and all points have to be woken up in each iteration, so that the only benefit is a slightly larger step length, as indicated by Experiment 1. To be able to skip local converged points, a simple strategy is to delay the update of the external force until the end of each period and set the maximum number of iterations within one period (n in Table II ) to a relatively small number, e.g. 490 50. Here, a heterogeneous trend map is recommended, and it needs to be re-estimated every period.
The damping factor is only applied when the majority of points (a given percentage) fall asleep within one period. Although this strategy requires more computation than the threshold-based level set, substantial speed-up can be achieved in cases where the object has a very irregular shape.
Judging from the published running time of various fast level set algorithms, the speed of the 495 proposed algorithm is superior to most state-of-the-art fast level set algorithms except for Gibou's hybrid k-means level set 11 and Shi's approximated level-set-based curve evolution method. 13 Both these algorithms de-couple the image term from the regularization term during the level set evolution when solving the PDE. In other words, their approaches are similar to running a region growing first without any local shape constraint and then perform a Gaussian smoothing. Therefore, 500 the behavior of the region propagation is very different from the original level set. One of obvious drawbacks is the leaking problem, which means the propagating region will enter a nearby undesired object via a small tunnel between the objects. This is often seen in medical images, due to limited resolution. The leaking can be avoided with the conventional level set methods given a proper weighting factor on the curvature term, but is difficult with Gibou's or Shi's methods. In 505
Shi's report, 13 a lower Dice coefficient (95.6%) was reported, even though they were segmenting only white matter from a noise-free simulated MRI dataset, while our algorithm agrees better with the conventional level set method when segmenting the whole brain including the gray matter (more challenging than white matter only due to the leaking problem) in real patient data.
In conclusion, we have presented a generalized coherent propagation algorithm for level set 510 evolution. The new algorithm implements a damping factor to sequentially reduce the maximum step length of the evolution and stops the fluctuation of the moving contour. Finally, the coherent propagation approach is combined with a new distance-regularized level set, which eliminates the needs of re-initialization of the distance. Substantial improvement in processing time was observed with both synthetic datasets and medical images. 515
